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ABSTRACT Validation of high-power converters at the development stage often cannot be performed using
the real load. A testbench consisting of the Equipment Under Test (i.e., tested power converter) and an
auxiliary power converter, preferably using power recirculation, can be used instead. A challenge for correct
testing using this approach comes from the fact that the harmonic content of the currents can significantly
differ between the testbench and the real system. This might strongly affect the loading of power switching
devices compromising the reliability of the validation process. This paper proposes a methodology to select
the operating conditions of both tested and auxiliary converters in the testbench to resemble a given operating
condition of the actual system. Since identical behavior is not generally possible, a cost function will be used
to trade-off among different factors (i.e., fundamental current magnitude and phase, harmonic content, etc.).
The proposed approach evaluates a large number (hundreds of thousands) of testbench operating points in a
few seconds and selects those which minimize the cost function. In a later stage, the selected points can be
validated using detailed dynamic simulation. The selected conditions can then be used to test the converter
in the testbench emulating the real system behavior in a given operating point condition. The proposed
methodology was developed for railway electric drives but can be extended to other applications.
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INDEX TERMS Railway traction drive, machine emulation, back-to-back inverters, current harmonics,
power recirculation, high-power converter testbench.

NOMENCLATURE17

va, vb, vc: phase voltages in the time domain.
EvEUT : EUT complex vector voltage in the time

domain.
EvEUTf : fundamental component of EUT complex

vector voltage in the time domain.
EvEUTh : hth harmonic component of EUT complex

vector voltage in the time domain (ωh = hωf ).
EV EUT : EUT voltage in the frequency domain.
EV EUT
f : fundamental component of EUT voltage in the

frequency domain.
18

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zhuang Xu .

EV EUT
h : hth harmonic component of EUT voltage in

the frequency domain.
αEUT : angle of fundamental component of EUT

complex vector voltage.
ϕ: EUT power factor. 19

Same cases apply for currents by replacing v/V and i/I . 20

Same cases apply for AUX inverter by replacing EUT by 21

AUX. 22

Variables denoted by prime refers to testbench parameters. 23

I. INTRODUCTION 24

Validation of high-power converters at the development 25

stage is a challenging task [1]. On one hand, often it can- 26

not be performed using the real load. On the other, power 27
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consumption and/or dissipation requirements might be unac-28

ceptable. These drawbacks can be overcome by using a test-29

bench consisting of the Equipment Under Test, EUT (i.e.,30

tested converter) and an auxiliary converter (i.e., AUX) in31

a back-to-back configuration as shown in Fig. 1. Real-time32

emulators such as Power Hardware-In-the-Loop and Power33

Electronic Loads are employed in a wide number of appli-34

cations including electric drives [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],35

renewables [8], railway [9], microgrids [10], [11], ac grid36

emulation [12], [13], [14] and energy storage systems [15].37

The selection of a specific solution will depend on converter38

topology, employed filter, and load characteristics. Further-39

more, power recirculation (or pump-back) is an important40

feature for high power applications due to concerns with41

energy consumption, cooling capability, and grid power avail-42

ability of the test facilities [3], [16].43

FIGURE 1. B2B testbench.

For the particular case of electric drives, the AUX converter44

emulates the behavior of the electric machine [17]. Control-45

ling the AUX converter to make the EUT fundamental oper-46

ating conditions (modulation index, fundamental frequency,47

fundamental current, power factor) match those expected for48

the real system is relatively easy to achieve. However, this49

approach neglects the fact that the harmonic content of the50

currents for the real system and testbench can significantly51

differ. Differences in the current harmonics between real52

system and testbench can have a relevant effect on the loading53

of power switching devices which can compromise the reli-54

ability of the validation process. Furthermore, the emulation55

results strongly depend on the modulation strategy and the56

inductors used in the testbench. Changes in the real system57

might imply a reset of the validation process.58

Most testbenches reported in the literature handle power59

levels in the range of tens of kW [9], [16], [17], [18], [19],60

while very few are reported for the MW level [3]. In [3],61

an 11 MW testbench for a variable frequency drive (VFD)62

was reported by GE, neglecting the differences between the63

testbench and the real system regarding harmonic content64

or peak currents. At high power levels, it is not feasible to65

operate AUX converter with high switching frequency due to66

power semiconductor device limitations. This compromises67

the emulation accuracy since the harmonics injected by the68

emulation inverter can no longer be neglected. Also, the fact69

that the EUT is often required to operate under different70

modulation strategies and switching frequencies adds fur-71

ther complexity [20], [21], [22], [23]. Most machine emu-72

lators reported in the literature use PWM modulation with73

switching frequency in the order of tens of kHz [7], [16], 74

[19], [24] where the switching harmonics introduced by the 75

AUX inverter are easily filtered since these harmonics have 76

higher frequencies compared to the fundamental component. 77

In those cases, the same fundamental current magnitude can 78

be guaranteed, the harmonic content of the current being less 79

relevant. This is not the case for synchronous modulation 80

techniques used in high-power drives that operate with very 81

low switching-to-fundamental frequency ratios [20], [25] 82

where switching harmonics occur at relatively low frequen- 83

cies (5th, 7th, 11th, etc.). In these cases, it is not possible to 84

achieve equal current harmonics and at the same time equal 85

current magnitude as will be demonstrated in this paper. 86

Another challenging aspect that is not properly addressed 87

in the literature, is the selection of the filter inductance 88

coupling the EUT and AUX inverters (see Fig. 1). In [3], 89

it is indicated that filter inductance should be equal to the 90

machine stator leakage inductance to make the emulation 91

inverter output voltage a direct representation of the machine 92

back emf. However, this approach neglects the effects due 93

to harmonics injected by the AUX inverter. In [26], it is rec- 94

ommended that the filter inductance value should be higher 95

than the machine stator transient inductance value in order 96

to compensate for the imposed emulation inverter harmonics 97

and get a comparable THD to the real motor case. A value of 98

70 µH was selected for a testbench of power in the range of 99

40 kW, however, it is not indicated on which basis this value 100

was chosen. In the proposed methodology, it is possible to 101

identify the value of the inductance which provides the best 102

matching of harmonic content and/or peak current. 103

To the best of the author’s knowledge, previous works do 104

not consider the influence of both the harmonics injected 105

by the AUX inverter and filter selection on the harmonic 106

content or peak current of EUT currents. This can result in 107

significant differences with respect to the real application 108

in the operating conditions and stresses of power-switching 109

devices [27], [28]. Instead of trying to precisely reproduce 110

in the testbench the operating conditions of the real system 111

at the fundamental frequency (i.e., same fundamental voltage 112

and current), some degree of freedom could be allowed in 113

the selection of the operating mode of EUT and AUX con- 114

verters. This degree of freedom would be used to increase the 115

similarity between the current handled by the EUT devices in 116

the testbench and the real system by considering both current 117

harmonics and peak current. Detailed dynamic simulations 118

could be used for this purpose. However, the number of cases 119

that can be evaluated by simulation will be limited, as they are 120

computationally time-consuming. This will compromise the 121

level of optimization that can be achieved using this approach. 122

This paper proposes a methodology to find the operating 123

point of a testbench which minimizes the differences with 124

respect to a selected operating point of interest in the actual 125

drive. Advantages of the proposed methodology compared to 126

literature are: 1) allowing changes of drive modulation strat- 127

egy, power topology and testbench filter inductance value. 128

2) Identifying the best filter inductance value to achieve 129
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the best matching between the real drive and the testbench.130

3) Reduced computational efforts since it is based on a131

simple analytical approach with minimal use of dynamic132

simulations.133

The proposed approach, given an operating point to emu-134

late, consists of three stages: 1) Evaluation of EUT and135

AUX inverters operating points and filter inductance values136

using predefined degrees of freedom, and selection of the137

optimal solution(s) according to a predefined cost function.138

Simplified analytical models will be used for this purpose.139

With the proposed approach, a large number (hundreds of140

thousands) of operating points and filter inductance values141

can be evaluated in a few seconds; 2) Verification of the142

optimal solution(s) by means of detailed dynamic simula-143

tions. 3) Implementation in the testbench of the optimal solu-144

tion(s). The proposed methodology is especially well suited145

for high-power drives using synchronous modulation meth-146

ods, though it can be applied to asynchronous PWM/SVM147

as well. The method can also be applied to any type of AC148

machine where the main objective is testing the devices in149

steady-state operation.150

It is remarked on the importance of testing passive compo-151

nents (i.e., dc-link capacitors, busbar, etc.) under real system152

operation conditions. For high-power industrial drives, this153

process is done separately from the power electronic con-154

verter since power recirculation is usually used to decrease155

consumption and avoid energy waste. In this context, the156

same methodology proposed in this paper can be applied to157

test passive components. However, this remains out of the158

scope of this paper as the main focus is emulating stresses159

on power-switching devices.160

The paper is organized as follows. Real system is161

described in Section II; testbench description and require-162

ments are addressed in Section III; cost function is defined in163

Section IV; analytical models used for system emulation are164

presented in Section V; simulation and experimental results165

are presented in Sections VI andVII respectively, conclusions166

being summarized in Section IX.167

II. REAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION168

Fig. 2 shows the schematic representation of the two topolo-169

gies used for the railway traction drive system. Fig. 2a shows170

a three-level (3L) NPC inverter feeding an induction motor171

(IM), which is a common choice in railway traction drives172

and Fig. 2b shows a two-level (2L) inverter which will also173

be discussed in this work. Fig. 3 shows a typical voltage vs.174

speed profile for traction motors in railway. It is noted that175

the modulation strategy shown corresponds to a real traction176

drive. PWM/SVM is used at low speed, while different forms177

of overmodulation and selective harmonic elimination (SHE)178

techniques are used at medium and high speeds [21], [29],179

[30]. The reason for this is that railway traction invertermanu-180

facturers are required to comply with the IEC 60349 standard181

which imposes a limit on the acoustic noise level produced182

by traction machines [31]. This limit is given as a function183

of motor speed and therefore, manufacturers use different184

FIGURE 2. Schematic representation of the two topologies used for the
railway traction drive, consisting of: (a) 3L NPC inverter (EUT) and IM,
(b) 2L inverter (EUT) and IM.

FIGURE 3. EUT output voltage and modulation strategy vs. motor speed.
Labels 1-5 correspond to selected operating points of the real drive.

modulation strategies along the speed profile. The paper is 185

focused on the high-power operation of traction inverters at 186

high speed where synchronous modulation is used because in 187

this case harmonics injected by the emulation inverter can no 188

longer be neglected which adds further complexity. 189

The voltage applied by the EUT to the IM can be repre- 190

sented using complex vector notation as (1): 191

EvEUT =
2
3
(vEUTa + vEUTb ej2π/3 + vEUTc ej4π/3) (1) 192

All the following discussion will assume that the sys- 193

tem is in steady state. For this case, (1) can be split into 194

fundamental voltage vf and harmonics vh (2), with h = 195

−5, 7,−11, 13, . . . for the usual modulation methods. 196

EvEUT = EvEUTf +

∑
h

EvEUTh (2) 197

The fundamental voltage EvEUTf is defined by both the 198

modulation index MEUT (see Fig. 4) and the fundamental 199
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FIGURE 4. Fundamental voltage,
∣∣ EVf

∣∣ vs. modulation index, M.

frequency ωf t (3). It determines the fundamental current, and200

consequently the fundamental torque and flux levels.201

EvEUTf =
vdc
√
3
MEUT ej(wf t+α

EUT ) (3)202

Equation (2) can be represented as a series of the funda-203

mental and harmonic components as in (4), the fundamental204

voltage being (5).205

EV EUT
=

{
EV EUT
f , EV EUT

−5 , EV EUT
7 , EV EUT

−11 ,
EV EUT
13 , . . .

}
(4)206

EV EUT
f =

vdc
√
3
MEUT ejα

EUT
(5)207

The harmonic content of EUT voltage, EV EUT
h , will depend208

on the modulation index and modulation strategy. Harmonic209

components considered in this analysis are −5, 7,−11 and210

13, but can be easily extended to other harmonics if needed.211

Same as the voltages, the resulting currents also consist of212

a fundamental component and harmonics, as shown by (6) in213

the frequency domain.214

EIEUT =
{
EIEUTf , EIEUT

−5 , EIEUT7 , EIEUT
−11 ,

EIEUT13 , . . .

}
(6)215

Superposition in steady state will be used for the analysis216

of (4) and (6). The electric drive in Fig. 2a can be modeled as217

shown in Fig. 5a. The behavior at the fundamental frequency218

can be analyzed by means of vector diagrams as shown in219

Fig. 6. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that αEUT = 0,220

i.e., EV EUT
f is aligned with the real axis (see Fig. 6a). This has221

no effect on the generality of the analysis. The fundamental222

current EIEUTf (see Fig. 6a) will be a function of the fundamen-223

tal voltage magnitude and frequency, rotor speed (slip) and224

machine parameters. It can be obtained from the fundamental225

voltage EV EUT
f and the back-emf EVbemf , which are connected226

through the stator transient impedance represented by Rs and227

Lls (first circuit in the right side of the equality in Fig. 5a).228

Current harmonics will depend on the harmonic content229

of EV EUT
h and the stator transient inductance,Lσ s, as back-emf230

harmonics are considered negligible (second circuit in the231

right side of the equality in Fig. 5a).232

III. TESTBENCH DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS 233

The IM will be replaced by an auxiliary (AUX) inverter in 234

the testbench, as shown in Fig. 1. EUT and AUX inverters 235

are connected back-to-back (B2B) through an inductor, power 236

being recirculated through the dc link. The target of the 237

testbench is to accurately reproduce the operating conditions 238

of the EUT in the real system in Fig. 2. 239

Defining the real axis to be aligned with EUT inverter 240

fundamental voltage EV EUT ′
f (see Fig. 6b), then for the B2B 241

testbench: 242

EV EUT ′
f =

∣∣ EV EUT ′
f

∣∣ej0 (7) 243

EV AUX
f =

∣∣ EV AUX
f

∣∣ejαAUX (8) 244

EIB2Bf =
∣∣EIB2Bf

∣∣ejϕ (9) 245

Superposition will be also used to analyze the behavior of 246

harmonic currents in the testbench. Fig. 5b shows the decom- 247

position of B2B into fundamental and harmonic subcircuits. 248

Two subcircuits are needed in this case to account for the 249

harmonics produced by EUT and AUX inverters. 250

The following conditions can be established regarding the 251

testbench operation: 252

1) To achieve the desired fundamental current, AUX 253

should produce a fundamental voltage given by (10), 254

with ωf being the fundamental frequency and L the 255

testbench filter inductance. It is noted that since the 256

proposed method is intended for high values of the ωf 257

(SHE region in Fig. 3), filter resistance R can be safely 258

neglected. 259

EV AUX
f = EV EUT ′

f −jωf LEIEUTf (10) 260

2) To match the harmonic content of the currents of 261

testbench (IB2Bh ) and real system (IEUTh ), the AUX 262

inverter should inject the voltage harmonics required to 263

compensate for the different values of the inductance 264

of machine Lσ s and testbench L (resistances being 265

neglected in this case); (11) holds in this case. 266

EV AUX
h = EV EUT ′

h
(Lσ s − L)

L
(11) 267

3) The AUX inverter should not produce frequency com- 268

ponents at frequencies different from those produced 269

by EUT (or should be negligible). Unwanted current 270

harmonics would circulate through EUT inverter other- 271

wise, modifying its electrical and thermal behavior. 272

All these conditions could be achieved by operating the 273

AUX inverter using PWM with a high switching frequency. 274

In this case, the voltage commanded to the AUX inverter 275

would include the fundamental and harmonic voltages needed 276

to achieve the desired currents. Voltage harmonics due to the 277

AUX inverter would be filtered off by the testbench induc- 278

tance L, provided that its switching frequency is high enough. 279

While this approach might be feasible for low power systems, 280

it is not viable in general for high power converters, as thermal 281

limits make unfeasible the use of high switching frequencies 282

for AUX inverters. 283
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FIGURE 5. Decomposition of system circuits using superposition (a) EUT inverter and IM, (b) B2B connection of EUT and AUX
inverters. Lm, Lls and Llr are the magnetizing and leakage inductances, Rs and Rr are the resistances, s is the slip, Rs1 and Lσs are
the stator transient resistance and inductance, L is testbench filter inductance, R is parasitic resistance of L. Variables denoted by
prime in (b) refer to testbench parameters.

FIGURE 6. Vector diagrams at fundamental frequency. |1 EVf | and |EIB2B
f |

remain invariant in all cases. a) Real system (EUT+IM); b)-d) B2B
testbench; b) same EV EUT

f and power angle ϕ as for a); c) EV EUT
f varied, ϕ,

IB2B
f invariant; d) ϕ varied.

It is concluded from the preceding discussion that the volt-284

age produced by the AUX inverter in Fig. 1 can be modeled285

as (12) and (13) (see Fig. 6b-6d).286

EV AUX
=

{
EV AUX
f , EV AUX

−5 , EV AUX
7 , EV AUX

−11 , . . .

}
(12)287

EV AUX
f =

vdc
√
3
MAUXejα

AUX
(13)288

Same as for the EUT, voltage harmonics will be a function289

of the modulation index and modulation strategy. The result-290

ing current will be of the form shown in (14); the condition291

to exactly reproduce in the testbench the operating conditions292

of the real system would be (15). 293

EIB2B =
{
EIB2Bf , EIB2B

−5 ,
EIB2B7 , EIB2B

−11 , . . .

}
(14) 294

EIB2B = EIEUT (15) 295

Under the premise that AUX inverters cannot switch sig- 296

nificantly faster than EUT inverters, condition 1) is easily 297

achieved by proper selection of MAUX and αAUX in (13). 298

Condition 3) is achieved by using a modulation strategy in 299

the AUX inverter which produces harmonics at the same 300

frequencies as EUT. However, the voltage harmonics injected 301

by the AUX inverter will not comply in general with (11), 302

meaning that condition 2), and consequently (15), will not 303

be satisfied. 304

IV. COST FUNCTION DEFINITION 305

It is concluded from the previous discussion that it is not pos- 306

sible to achieve in the testbench both the same fundamental 307

and harmonic currents of the real system. A cost function C 308

(16) can be used to objectively assess the level of similarity 309

between the testbench and the real system. 310

C =
N∑
h=1

γh

(∣∣IEUTh − IB2Bh

∣∣)2
(IEUTh )2

+ γϕ
(ϕ − ϕ′)2

ϕ2
311

+ γM

(
MEUT

−MEUT ′
) 2

(MEUT )2
(16) 312

γh, γϕ and γM being the weighting factors of current 313

harmonic components, power factor and modulation index 314

respectively. Selection of these weighting factors is done 315

according to the priorities and concerns of each application 316

(values for analyzed cases being shown in Table 3). 317

The objective is to select the operating point of EUT and 318

AUX inverters which minimizes C. Constraints and targets 319

used to define C are the following: 320

• Fundamental current magnitude and fundamental fre- 321

quency will be forced to be the same for the real 322
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system and the testbench (17). Consequently, they are323

not included in the cost function.324 ∣∣∣EIB2Bf

∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣EIEUTf

∣∣∣ (17)325

Solutions for (17) can be easily found from the vec-326

tor diagram in Fig. 6. Known the desired fundamental327

current and the inductance L connecting EUT and AUX328

inverters, the required differential voltage magnitude is329

obtained by (18).330 ∣∣∣1 EVf ∣∣∣ = ωf L ∣∣∣EIB2Bf

∣∣∣ (18)331

• Differences (errors) between current harmonics of the332

real system and the testbench should be minimized. For333

this purpose, they will be included in the cost function334

(16) (first term on the right side), γh being the applied335

weight coefficient. In this analysis, each harmonic com-336

ponent is assigned a weight coefficient inversely propor-337

tional to its order (i.e., the lower the harmonic the more338

weight it has in the cost function). This criterion can be339

changed depending on the objective of the analysis.340

• With the aim of reducing the error in the harmonic341

content of the current, differences in the modulation342

index of EUT and power factor ϕ between the testbench343

and the real system are allowed. Such differences will344

be considered in the cost function (16) (second and345

third terms on the right side), with γϕ and γM being346

the corresponding weighting coefficients. Fig. 6b, 6c, 6d347

show three different operating points of EUT and AUX348

inverters. In all the cases (19) holds, and consequently349

the fundamental current (17) remains invariant.350 ∣∣∣ EV EUT ′
f − EV AUX

f

∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣1 EVf ∣∣∣ (19)351

• The modulation method of the EUT inverter must be352

the same for the real system and the testbench. On the353

contrary, for the AUX inverter, different synchronous354

modulation methods can be used aimed to minimize the355

error in the current harmonics.356

The most straightforward strategy to implement the357

described approach is to run a large number of dynamic sim-358

ulations of the system in Fig. 1, varying EV EUT ′
f ,1 EV f , and the359

modulation strategy of the AUX inverter, to find the configu-360

ration (i.e., operating point) which minimizes (16). However,361

dynamic simulations are computationally time-consuming,362

which limits the number of cases that can be analyzed in prac-363

tice. Furthermore, changes in the machine design, operating364

point (e.g. frequency), testbench inductance,EUTmodulation365

strategy, etc., would require a new set of simulations, often366

requiring starting over.367

Minimization of (16) using analytical methods is discussed368

in the next section. The proposed approach requires knowl-369

edge of the voltage harmonic content injected by the EUT370

and AUX inverters, which will depend on the modulation371

strategy and modulation index. This data is obtained during a372

commissioning process and has an associated computational373

burden. However, once the data is stored, evaluation of (16)374

FIGURE 7. Phase voltages using SHE1 and SHE2 for the case of 3L and 2L
inverters.

will not require time consuming dynamic simulations but fast 375

analytical calculations. Due to this, hundreds of thousands of 376

operating conditions can be evaluated in seconds. 377

V. SYSTEM EMULATION USING ANALYTICAL FUNCTIONS 378

If the harmonic content of the voltage being applied by EUT 379

and AUX inverters is known, the resulting current harmonics 380

can be obtained for different values of h by using (20). 381

EIB2Bh =
1 EV h

jhωf L
=

EV EUT ′
h − EV AUX

h

jhωf L
(20) 382

Two cases can be distinguished: 383

1) For asynchronous PWM/SVM methods, the harmonic 384

content will depend on the modulation index, fun- 385

damental frequency and switching frequency. Inter- 386

modulation harmonics will occur in this case. These 387

harmonics can be especially harmful and difficult to 388

model when switching and fundamental frequencies 389

are relatively close to each other. 390

2) For synchronous modulation methods, the harmonic 391

content is only a function of the modulation index, 392

which significantly eases the analysis. Interest- 393

ingly, operation with synchronous modulation and 394

low-switching frequency is the most difficult to repro- 395

duce in the testbench. 396

Synchronous modulation methods will be the target of 397

the analysis presented following. Two different modulation 398

strategies will be considered to exemplify the process: SHE 399

with one angle (SHE1) and two angles (SHE2) [32], [33]. The 400

phase voltage waveforms for these modulation techniques are 401

shown in Fig. 7. 402

A. VOLTAGE HARMONICS FOR THE 3L AND 2L INVERTERS 403

Fig. 8 shows the magnitude of the complex vector harmonic 404

components of the output voltage vs. modulation index for 405

the 3L inverter in Fig. 2a using SHE1. For all the figures 406

shown in this section, voltage is given in per unit (p.u.) of 2vdc
π

. 407

Each spectrumwas obtained from a dynamic simulation using 408
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FIGURE 8. Fundamental and harmonic content of the voltage vs.
modulation index MEUT of a 3L inverter using SHE1.

Simulink tomodel the inverter considering real power switch-409

ing device model as well as including dead-time. 51 modula-410

tion indices were simulated in total. Simulation of one full411

cycle of the fundamental voltage is enough for this purpose412

(0.2s at 1µs time step). In the stationary reference frame,413

the frequency spectrum includes the 1st (fundamental),−5th,414

7th, −11th, 13th, . . .. In this paper, only the fundamental415

and harmonics −5th, 7th, −11th and 13th will be considered.416

Therefore, the information in Fig. 8 can be stored in a 51 x417

5 complex vector look-up table (LUT), each element being of418

the form given by (21).419

EV EUT
h =

∣∣ EV EUT
h

∣∣ej6 EVEUTh (21)420

The same process can be followed for the case of a 3L421

inverter using SHE2. The frequency spectrum of the voltage422

will include the same harmonics as in Fig. 8. However, they423

will be a function of modulation index and first commutation424

angle α1. In is noted that the second commutation angle of425

SHE2 α2 is not an independent variable, but depends on426

modulation index and α1 as shown by (22) [33]. Therefore,427

each voltage harmonic injected by the inverter must be stored428

now in a two-dimensional LUT, as shown in Fig. 9.429

cos(α1)− cos(α2) =
π

4
MEUT (22)430

The same process can be followed for a 2L inverter in431

Fig. 2b. Fig. 10 shows the magnitude of the harmonics vs.432

modulation index when using SHE1 (see Fig. 7-c). Fig. 11433

shows the magnitude of the harmonics vs. modulation index434

and angle α1 when using SHE2 (see Fig. 7-d). The relation435

between the two commutation angles, α1 and α2 is given436

by (23).437

1− 2 cos(α1)+ 2 cos(α2) =
π

4
MEUT (23)438

B. MINIMIZATION OF COST FUNCTION439

Once the harmonic content of the modulation strategies being440

considered has been obtained and stored, the optimization441

FIGURE 9. a) Fundamental and b)-d) harmonic content of the voltage vs.
modulation index MEUT and angle α1 of a 3L inverter using SHE2.

FIGURE 10. Fundamental and harmonic content of the voltage vs.
modulation index MEUT of a 2L inverter using SHE1.

FIGURE 11. a) Fundamental and b)-d) harmonic content of the voltage vs.
modulation index MEUT and angle α1 of a 2L inverter using SHE2.

process is as follows (encircled number refers to the stages 442

shown in Fig. 12): 443

1© Once the desired operating point of EUT+IM is 444

selected, this will determine EUT modulation index MEUT
445

and fundamental frequency ωf , as well as motor speed. 446
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FIGURE 12. Overview of the optimization process.

Modulation strategy of EUT is also defined at this stage and447

will remain invariant. Fundamental current EIEUTf and har-448

monic current content EIEUTh of EUT can be obtained either by449

means of simulation, or in the real drive system if available.450

2© The voltage
∣∣∣1 EV f

∣∣∣ required to achieve the desired451

fundamental current
∣∣∣EIEUTf

∣∣∣ is obtained using (18) and will452

remain invariant for the remaining steps.453

3©Optimization starts at this point. EUT fundamental volt-454

age EV EUT ′
f and angle of the differential voltage 6 1 EV f applied455

to the inductor are variedwithin the limits indicated in Fig. 12.456

It is noted that the limits for 6 1 EV f vary according to EV EUT ′
f457

and the used filter inductance value (see (18), (19)). The AUX458

inverter voltage is obtained as (24), its phase angle being (25).459

The power angle ϕ (see Fig. 6) is obtained using (7), (9).460

EV AUX
f = EV EUT ′

f −1 EV f (24)461

αAUX = 6 EV AUX
f (25)462

4© The modulation method for EUT is constrained to be463

the same as for the real system. On the contrary, different464

modulation methods can be evaluated for the AUX inverter465

aimed to minimize the error in the current harmonic contents466

(first term on the right side of the cost function in (16)).467

Voltage harmonics EV EUT ′
h and EV AUX

h injected by EUT and468

AUX inverters are obtained from the corresponding LUTs469

(Fig. 8 to Fig. 11) as described in Section V-A. OnceMEUT ′,470

MAUX and αAUX are known, it is straightforward to obtain471

the harmonic content of EUT and AUX output voltage. The472

resulting current harmonics are easily obtained using (26). 473

EIB2Bh =

EV EUT ′
h − EV AUX

h ejα
AUX
h

j hωf L
(26) 474

It is noted that the harmonic h of the AUX inverter read 475

from LUTs must be rotated as shown by (27). 476

αAUXh = hαAUX (27) 477

5© For each
(
EV EUT ′
f , 6 1 EV f

)
set, the cost function C 478

is obtained using (16). The weighting factors are calcu- 479

lated using (28), (29). According to the selected criteria for 480

this analysis, the current harmonic components are assigned 481

weights inversely proportional to the harmonic order, giving 482

the fifth component the highest weight where the total weight 483

is one. The minimum computed value of the cost function 484

defines the operating point of theB2Bwhich provides the best 485

agreement with the real system EUT+IM. 486∑
h=−5,7,−11,13

γh + γϕ + γM = 1 (28) 487

γ−5 =
7
5
γ7 =

11
5
γ−11 =

13
5
γ13 (29) 488

6© The obtained optimal B2B operating point is simu- 489

lated using a detailed Simulink model. Current harmonics are 490

compared to the analytically predicted values to verify the 491

analytical calculations. 492

7© Finally, the selected B2B operating point can be used 493

for the experimental verification of the EUT in the testbench. 494

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 495

This section shows some examples of the application of the 496

proposed methodology. EUT and IM parameters of the real 497

traction drive, and values of inductor L available for the 498

B2B configuration in the full-scale testbench are provided in 499

Table 1. Using these parameters, detailed simulation models 500

are developed using MATLAB/Simulink to precisely model 501

the real motor and drive. It is remarked that the B2B con- 502

figuration is totally reversible providing functionality in the 503

four machine quadrants. Results are shown for forward motor 504

quadrant only since reverse motoring would not show any 505

difference in current harmonic content. In this case, current 506

and voltage vectors would have the same magnitude and 507

phase but with opposite direction. Selected operating point 508

for the EUT+IM system is given in Table 2 in forward motor 509

and generator modes of operation. The resulting current wave 510

TABLE 1. System parameters.
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TABLE 2. IM operating point.

TABLE 3. EUT and AUX inverters modulation and cost function weights.

FIGURE 13. Simulation results. EUT+IM (red) and B2B (blue) ia current.
IM operating conditions are given in Table 1. Modulation strategies for
EUT and AUX inverters and cost function weights for (A) - (D) cases are
shown in Table 3.

shape obtained by means of dynamic simulation is shown in511

Fig. 13 (red trace) for the forward motor mode. Results for512

forward generator case are not included in the paper since it513

has similar current harmonic content compared to the forward514

motor case.515

Fig. 14 shows the relevant variables for the B2B configura-516

tion obtained using (24)-(27). Active and reactive powers, and517

the considered current harmonics were obtained as a function518

of EV EUT ′
f and 6 1 EV f . In all cases,

∣∣1 EVf ∣∣, and consequently519

the fundamental current, remained constant. It is noted that520

control in EUT+IM as well as in B2B testbench is done in521

open loop since the target is to test the converter in steady-522

state operation. This enables the use of simple analytical523

calculations to obtain the B2B set point which results in the524

least mismatch in current harmonics between real system525

(EUT+IM) and B2B testbench.526

The coefficients selected for the calculation of the cost 527

function are shown in Table 3-Case A. Note that only the 528

magnitude of current harmonics was considered. The cost 529

function results for the value of the inductance L in Fig. 14 530

are shown in Fig. 15c). 531

A sweep of the filter inductance value was performed in 532

order to assess its impact on the cost function. This approach 533

can be used to select the most adequate value of inductance 534

for a given operating point. Fig. 15 shows the cost function C 535

results for the available values of inductor L. Fig. 16 shows 536

the optimum of the cost function for each value of L in the 537

(MEUT , 6 1 EV f ) plane. Fig. 17-Case (A) (red trace) shows 538

the optimal cost function value in terms of L, the minimum 539

occurring for L = 1.782 mH. 540

To verify the results of the optimization process, the phase 541

current for the optimal B2B operating point was obtained 542

by means of dynamic simulation. Currents for the EUT+IM 543

and B2B are shown in Fig. 13-Case (A). The cost function 544

obtained using dynamic simulation results showed an excel- 545

lent agreement with the value from the analytical approach. 546

It is interesting to note that regardless of the small value of the 547

cost function, differences between the currents for EUT+IM 548

andB2B cases in Fig. 13-Case (A) are relevant. The reason for 549

this is that only current harmonics magnitude was considered 550

to obtain C , phase angles were disregarded. A result of this is 551

that the peak current forB2B case is significantly smaller than 552

peak current for EUT+IM case, as shown in Fig. 18 (traces 553

in red). 554

Optimization process was repeated considering both 555

magnitude and phase of current harmonics using the weight 556

coefficients in Table 3-Case (B). Modulation index and power 557

factor are disregarded in this case. Traces in blue in Fig. 17 558

and Fig. 18 show Cmin and peak current for the different 559

values of L. The lowest value of Cmin occurs for L = 560

3.564 mH, but it is significantly larger compared to Case (A). 561

Fig. 13-Case (B) shows the current for the B2B obtained 562

by means of a dynamic simulation. Differences between 563

EUT+IM and B2B cases are still relevant. 564

To improve the similarity between EUT+IM and B2B 565

cases, SHE2 was used with AUX inverter [Case (C) in 566

Table 3]. It is noted that this implies higher switching losses 567

in AUX inverter. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 (magenta trace) shows 568

Cmin and peak current vs. L, the minimum of Cmin occurring 569

for L = 3.564 mH. Fig. 13-Case (C) shows the current for 570

EUT+IM and B2B configurations at Cmin, a slight improve- 571

ment being observed with respect to Cases (A) and (B). 572

Finally, results when SHE2 is used in EUT+IM system 573

are shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 (black trace) 574

respectively. Weight coefficients are shown in Table 3-Case 575

(D). Cmin as well as the smallest error in the peak current are 576

now obtained for L = 7.13 mH [point(5)]. Consistently with 577

these results, a better agreement between current waveform 578

of EUT+IM and B2B is observed in this case in Fig.13. 579

It is interesting to see that the points with the best peak 580

current matching (i.e., points(1) and (2) Fig.18) have the 581

worst harmonic content matching (Fig.17) while the optimal 582
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FIGURE 14. Variation with modulation index and angle of a) active power, d) reactive power, and b) −5th, e) 7th, c) −11th and
f) 13th of current vector harmonics. Magnitude of the fundamental current remained constant. B2B inductor L = 1.782 mH. SHE1
modulation is used for both EUT and AUX. The red line indicates the value of each variable for the EUT+IM case.

FIGURE 15. Cost function C vs. modulation index and angle for the inductances available in the testbench. Magnitude of the
fundamental current remains constant. Modulation strategies and weight factors correspond to Case (A) in Table 3.

point (point(5) at Cmin) has the best harmonic matching with583

a relatively small difference in peak current value of 9%.584

It is also noted that weight factors for cases Case (B)-to-(D)585

were chosen to minimize the error in the harmonic content586

of the currents, and power angle ϕ was disregarded for the587

cost function. Differences in the power angle of EUT+IM588

and B2B will result in differences in the conduction time of589

IGBTs and diodes, and consequently in the losses distribu-590

tion. It is concluded that weight factors allow customizing591

the optimization process according to the importance given to592

harmonic current content, peak current, conduction times of593

IGBTs and diodes, etc., but their selection should be analyzed594

carefully.595

It is finally remarked that for the results shown in this 596

section, a total number of 470, 304 configurations have been 597

analyzed, with a time consumption of ≈ 48 s in a regular 598

computer (Intel i7-4770, 3.40 GHz, 10 GB RAM). The time 599

required to run this number of dynamic simulations would 600

be ≈ 5 years with the same hardware. Only four dynamic 601

simulations have been required. 602

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 603

A B2B scaled-down testbench following the schematic dia- 604

gram of Fig. 19 was developed as shown in Fig. 20. The 605

characteristics of the testbench are shown in Table 4. It is 606
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FIGURE 16. Minimum value of the cost function Cmin for the six cases
shown in Fig. 15.

FIGURE 17. Analytical results: Cmin vs. inductor L for cases (A, B, C, D) in
Table 3.

FIGURE 18. Dynamic simulation results: peak value of phase current, ia,
in the testbench (B2B) and in the real system (EUT+IM) vs. inductor L for
cases (A, B, C, D) in Table 3.

noted that a full-rated testbench for the final application is607

being constructed by Ingeteam Power Technology.608

The real drive is developed following the schematic dia-609

gram of Fig. 2b. The parameters of the IM used for the610

experiments are given in Table 4. The operating point given611

in Table 5 was selected as an example. The resulting experi-612

mental waveforms of the real drive, EUT+IM, are shown in613

Fig. 21.614

As concluded from the simulations shown in the pre-615

vious section, the best agreement between the EUT+IM616

and B2B when the EUT inverter uses SHE2 modulation is617

achieved when AUX inverter also uses SHE2. The equivalent618

FIGURE 19. B2B testbench schematic.

FIGURE 20. B2B testbench prototype.

TABLE 4. Experimental B2B testbench and IM parameters.

TABLE 5. Experimental results: EUT+IM operating point.

switching frequency being 1 kHz since, in SHE2, there are 619

10 transitions per cycle of the fundamental frequency (i.e., 620

100 Hz). Having defined the EUT+IM operating point and 621

AUX modulation strategy, the proposed optimization process 622
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FIGURE 21. Experimental results for EUT+IM at the selected operating
point showing phase voltage (va) and phase current (ia) (see schematic in
Fig. 2b).

TABLE 6. Experimental results. Optimal B2B testbench operating point.

can be carried out as described in Fig. 12. Bothmagnitude and623

phase of current harmonics are considered using the weight624

coefficients shown in Table 3-Case (D). Magnitude of the625

fundamental current remained constant and equal to that of626

theEUT+IM at the selected operating point (see Table 5). The627

predicted optimal B2B operating point (i.e., Cmin) is shown in628

Table 6.629

Fig. 22 shows the experimental results of the B2B opti-630

mal operating point compared with the dynamic simulation631

results. Phase voltages for both EUT and AUX are shown as632

well as phase current compared with the EUT+IM real drive633

current. It is noted that the difference between phase voltages634

ofEUT andAUX is small (see Table 6 and Fig. 22). This is due635

to the low voltage required in the coupling filter inductance to636

transfer the required current. This agrees with the simplified637

circuit shown in Fig. 5a, where EUT and bemf voltages are638

close to each other, and only a small voltage drop occurs at639

the impedance connecting both.640

The difference seen in the instantaneous current wave-641

form between the B2B and the real drive EUT+IM can642

be understood by comparing the magnitude and phase of643

each harmonic component in both cases. Fig. 23 shows the644

magnitude of the current harmonics for the different cases.645

It can be observed that the magnitude of the fundamental646

current remained constant in all cases. Also, it can be seen647

that the predicted analytical calculation (magenta) has a good648

matching to the experimental (green) and simulation (blue)649

results. It is observed that there is a significant decrease of650

the −5th for the B2B with respect to the EUT+IM case,651

while 7th and −11th have increased. This is a consequence652

of having established an exact match of fundamental current653

FIGURE 22. Experimental vs. simulation results for the B2B showing EUT
and AUX phase voltages (va) and phase current (ia) (see schematic in
Fig. 19).

FIGURE 23. Magnitude of the frequency spectrum of the current vector
for EUT+IM and B2B (dynamic simulation, experimental and analytical
prediction).

as a premise. Better matching of current harmonics could 654

be achieved if the condition in (17) is removed, i.e., error 655

of the fundamental current is included in the cost function. 656

Changes to the cost function can be applied to better suit 657

specific requirements of the application of interest. It is noted 658

that the frequency resolution obtained in the FFT analysis 659

is 50 Hz and the Nyquist frequency is 500 kHz (sampling 660

rate of 1 MS/s), which are enough to capture the fundamental 661

frequency used in the paper (100 Hz), and the harmonic 662

components considered (-5, 7, -11, and 13), and avoiding the 663

risk of aliasing. 664

Finally, it is worth remarking that, for the testbench in a 665

B2B configuration, a startup procedure is necessary to avoid 666

undesired transients whichmay jeopardize the devices. In this 667

case, a startup process is implemented based on ramping the 668

commanded modulation indices as well as the angle between 669
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the fundamental voltage components of both EUT and AUX670

inverters, αAUX .671

VIII. CONCLUSION672

A methodology to find the operating conditions of a test-673

bench to reproduce with the highest possible accuracy the674

behavior of the actual system has been proposed. The method675

uses simple analytical functions, enabling the evaluation of676

hundreds of thousands of testbench operating points in a few677

seconds. A cost function is used to customize the optimization678

to the specific priorities of each application. The proposed679

methodology is especially well suited for power convert-680

ers using synchronous modulation methods operating with681

low switching frequencies, i.e., with high current harmonic682

content. Experimental results using a downscale prototype683

have been provided to confirm the correctness of the method.684

Construction of a full-scale prototype is ongoing.685
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